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IOLOGICAL DESIGNS AND NEUrobiological controls continue to inspire technological development. Biology provides
working examples and conceptual proofs that
push the engineering envelope. The human
form and its augmentation are major sources
of technological innovation. Engineering
helps us interpret biological adaptations
observed in nature. Many of our major historical advances, such as tools, telescopes,
and writing, are derived from technologies
improving action, augmenting perception,
and providing cognitive aids to the individual. These advances have increased the speed,
power, spatial range, appropriateness, and
precision of human actions and perceptions.
During the last two decades, biologically
inspired robotics developed into a burgeoning field exploring the ideas of artificial life
and adaptive behaviors (see the sidebar, “An
expanding field”). It won’t be long before
robotic lobsters, cockroaches, flies, lamprey,
and tuna enter the commercial market. We
hope these efforts lead to the ultimate
robot—an autonomous humanoid agent—
able to mimic aspects of human action, perception, and cognition in remote or hazardous environments such as deep space or
radiation spills. These agents will be invaluable because they will integrate into many
tasks without altering existing infrastructures
or devices as a result of the human form fac64

NEUROBIOLOGY AND NEUROENGINEERING CAN OFFER
INSIGHTS TO HUMANOID ROBOT DESIGNERS. MOTOR
PRIMITIVE CONCEPTS AND MAMMALIAN CORTEX MOTOR
CODING PROVIDE A USEFUL FRAMEWORK FOR DESIGNING
LEARNING SYSTEMS THAT REPLICATE HUMAN MOTOR SKILLS.

tors. In this article, we briefly review recent
neurobiological data and ideas that might
impact the development of autonomous
humanoid robots. We describe motor primitives and exciting results with new neuroprosthetic and neurorobotic technologies.
These approaches reveal the inner workings
of the most flexible and sophisticated motor
controllers in existence. They also provide
novel and important insights into biological
organization, which can be translated into
engineering designs. The framework provides a common language for neuroscientists, engineers, and computer scientists to
collaborate in the codevelopment of robotic
neuroprosthetic and neural network components. Their joint efforts will improve our
understanding of the human brain and ourselves as they propel the design of new control architectures for humanoid robots, new
technologies, new biomedical devices, and
new interfaces with humanoid robots.
1094-7167/00/$10.00 © 2000 IEEE

Biological designs for motor
control
We would like to emulate animal design
features in an autonomous robot. Significant
physical design features include energy
source and density; sensors and density; and
the density, robustness, and flexibility of neuronal axons or “wires.” We are inspired by
computational design because of its unrivaled flexibility, fault tolerance, and power
to manage vast arrays of sensory information
and novel tasks. Biological systems’ physical
design falls short of current technologies in
the communication speeds between computing elements. Neural axons conduct their
digital signals or action potentials at speeds
less than 120 meters per second. The maximum rate of action potentials on the axon is
low, less than 500 Hz, and there are substantial delays, often of more than 0.3 ms, at the
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An expanding field
links of neurons or synapses, where much
computation occurs. These biological shortcomings lead to long delays in any neuron
control loop.
However, biological systems show that an
enormously powerful, robust, and adaptive
system can be constructed despite neurons’
inherent delays. The human brain is unparalleled for flexible motion control, planning,
and abstract cognition. The vast numbers of
sensors, the numbers of parallel neurons
used to process information, individual neuron’s complex processing capabilities, and
a highly-evolved architecture all compensate for the delays. These assets let us construct a highly distributed, adaptable, and
robust system of computational elements for
internal model-based prediction, control,
and communication.
Layered redundant competences, partial
local autonomy. Perhaps the most striking
feature of neurobiological design is a set of
layered capabilities. Tasks such as the organism’s locomotion or reaching might be represented at many levels in a distributed hierarchy. At each level, the task is represented
with different degrees of precision and flexibility. For example, since the late 18th or
early 19th century, biologists have recognized that the lowest level of the central nervous system (CNS), the spinal cord, can represent and execute purposeful movements
after separation from the brain. For example,
a spinal frog—one in which the brain has
been surgically severed from the spinal
cord—still attempts to remove irritants and
uses precisely aimed and adapted trajectories to protect its skin from irritants. This led
early psychologists such as William James
to attribute consciousness to the spinal frog!
Higher vertebrates, such as humans, have
the same organization. Successive surgical
lesions of a cat’s CNS, which progress from
cortex removal to spinal cord isolation, gradually alter locomotion control and organization. Initially, the cat has voluntary locomotion, which gradually deteriorates: from
obstinate progression with good balance, to
unbalanced spinal locomotion with coordinated forelimbs and hind limbs, to isolated
hind limbs and bipedal coordination. The progressive reduction of the cat’s CNS shows
that the basic competence of locomotor patterning and weight support is organized and
available at the CNS’s lowest levels. These
observations partly inspired Rodney Brooks
and his colleagues’subsumption program and
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Within the last two decades, researchers’ concerted efforts have developed biologically
inspired robotics. Laboratories, such as those of Christopher Atkeson, Hans Moravec, JeanArcady Meyer, Stewart Wilson, Rodney Brooks, Maja Mataric′, Stefan Schaal, Mitsuo Kawato,
Patti Maes, David McFarland, Frank Grasso, Joseph Ayers, Roger Quinn and Roy Ritzmann,
Randall Beer, Marc Raibert, Daniel Koditschek, Holk Cruse, Stephen DeWeerth, Neville Hogan, Jean-Jacques Slotine, Luc Steels, Edward Colgate, Blake Hannaford, Sebastian Thrun,
and Owen Holland have driven the design of autonomous systems, swarms of agents, and biologically inspired control designs and actuators. These scientists have explored the concepts of
artificial life and adaptive behaviors in ways too numerous to fully explore here. The hope and
promise of this approach is that eventually we will construct an autonomous humanoid agent.

other aspects of nouvelle AI approaches.1
The idea that some execution functions
and details can be delegated to the CNS’s
lower levels is implicit in the layered hierarchy revealed by the neurobiologist’s scalpel.
Delegated decisions can execute simultaneously on several levels. For example, the
brain of a cat whose leg encounters an obstacle while the cat is pursuing a mouse might
not address the detailed correction of that
leg’s motion. The cat’s brain might focus on
overall balance and planning total body
momentum in anticipation of the pounce or
jump to follow. Integrating these layers of
controls into an adaptive seamless motion
control is a central problem of neurobiological motor control.
Expertise and local autonomy exist at each
brain organization level. So, some execution
data can be hidden from upper levels. As
information flows to the brain from sensors
in the limbs, it can be acted upon at the local
level or passed up to successive higher levels.
This results in significant gating or filtering
of sensory input and in reducing information
flow to the highest levels of the system, based
on behavior and need. Not all brain areas
receive the same information. Restricted and
abstracted sensory data helps focus the computational resources of each brain area on the
most significant features and problems.
In the mammalian CNS, several brain
areas cooperate in motion control and planning: the cerebral cortex, the cerebellum, and
the basal ganglia. Each area ultimately must
exert its controls through direct or indirect
actions on the low-level spinal cord and brain
stem. Kenji Doya has proposed that quite different types of computation and motor learning occur in these areas.2 He argues that the
cerebellum controls supervised learning of
internal models, the basal ganglia focuses on
reinforcement learning, and the cerebral cortex provides unsupervised learning. The use
of forward and inverse internal models to
execute skilled motions and adapt to new
environments is widely accepted as one
means of coping with the delays inherent in

the biological motor control loops.3,4
Traditionally, researchers have examined
brain areas by recording single cells, often in
anesthetized animals. Recently, techniques
for multielectrode recording in multiple
brain areas in nonanesthetized animals have
become available. These techniques let us
develop richer data and new experiments and
technologies. We believe investigating the
motor cortex and cerebellum can be most
instructive to humanoid robot designers. The
motor cortex is involved with developing
novel skills. Motor cortex strokes degrade or
disable aspects of skilled voluntary motor
performance. Understanding the motor cortex’s interaction and cooperation with spinal
cord mechanisms in elaborating new skills is
important. A humanoid’s ability to acquire
skills will determine its success or failure in
the marketplace. Our research indicates skill
development might involve building novel
behaviors from a set of spinal parts or primitives. We’ll describe this spinal “toolbox” in
the next sections.
Spinal pattern generators. Neurobiologists
have refined our understanding of the spinal
cord system. We now know that the spinal
system can generate in a feed-forward fashion many neural activity patterns required
for motion. Central pattern generators are
collections of spinal cord neural circuits that
produce these patterns;5 they are operationally defined. The experimenter records
neural activity elicited from a spinal cord,
severed from the brain, after the body has
been paralyzed—for example, with the
Amazon arrow poison curare. The spinal
cord exhibits activity that would generate
certain behavior patterns if the muscles were
not paralyzed. Feedback systems play a role
in modulating, phase locking, and controlling the pattern’s execution and the resulting motion in the unparalyzed animal. By
manipulating sensory feedback systems in
paralyzed animals, we can examine some of
these controls.
The experiments in which we removed or
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altered sensory feedback show a dynamic
pattern-organizing system in the low-level
spinal cord. Pattern generators might free
higher centers from many coordination and
synthesis details of multijoint, multilimb
motion. This likely lets higher centers control locomotion with lower bandwidth connections, freeing them to focus on global
motion control and optimization in relation to
higher-order tasks such as hunting, stalking,
and fleeing.
Recent experiments with unparalyzed
spinalized rats and frogs revealed additional
modular motor circuits. Different pattern
generators in different behaviors and descending systems might recruit these circuits,
which we call primitives.6–9 Primitives,
which offer features that might impact
motion construction and organization at
spinal and higher levels, have inspired some
robotic designs. They also show striking similarities to independently developed algorithms. Primitives might form a core design
feature in the organization of biological
motor competence and assist in designing
isomorphic humanoid systems.

Force-field primitives
In 1991, we used more sophisticated methods to revisit experiments originally conducted by Luigi Galvani and others in the
18th century. Our research suggested that
spinal circuits are partly organized into modules that support and control force patterns
in the limb.6 We based supporting data on
microstimulation of the frogs’ surgically isolated spinal cord. We introduced a fine electrode into a frog’s spinal cord and stimulated
it, activating a small collection of neurons in
an approximately 100-micrometer sphere
around the electrode tip. By activating the
neuron groups, and through their circuit
projections to other cells, we elicited and
recorded limb forces or movements.
We learned that the spinal cord organizes
force fields in response to the electrode stimulation. We examined the forces generated
in the limb by holding the limb in various
postures while stimulating the same spinal
cord site. The forces varied with the limb’s
position. In this context, a force field maps
forces generated in the limb to the limb’s
configuration and motion. The force-field
patterns were convergent, structurally stable
through time, and repeatable. By stabilizing
a limb posture and actuating the limb to
66

achieve that posture, the fields provided a
specific posture and motion control in the
spinal cord. Further exploration showed that
the spinal cord produces only a small set of
force patterns or force-field primitives.7–10
Force-field primitives are active force
fields that exhibit invariant force vector
directions and magnitude balances over
time; that is, primitives conserve structures
over time.7,9 These primitives result from
ensemble feed-forward and feedback circuits, which together act as a unit. These circuits assemble the limbs’ degrees of freedom
(the many muscles and joints), into a biomechanical multijoint force-field unit. Thus,
they simplify multijoint control and provide
preformed building blocks.
In its most general form, a force-field
primitive is a vector function of both position and velocity, modulated by a time varying scalar expressed as
F(r, r˙, t ) = a(t )φi (r, r˙)

(1)

F(r, r˙, t ) is the observed field derived from a
primitive that can be expressed as a scaling
a(t) of a fixed field structure φ (r, r˙), a function only of position and velocity.
Our experiments used isometric testing, in
which we clamp the limb to prevent movement.
So, we can write these descriptions without
velocity terms. Under these conditions, at a single limb position, the force vectors generated
by a primitive will increase and decrease in
magnitude with the primitive’s activation–
deactivation dynamics. At the same time,
force magnitude ratios among the sampled
limb positions remain constant; that is, we
can express a primitive’s time evolution as
a(t) • φ(r), which is the description appearing
in most neurobiological papers on primitives.
We only found a few types of force field
primitives in the frog’s spinal cord. So, we
tested how they might be combined using
multiple electrodes to explore the combination rules in this limited set. In 80% of our
microstimulation trials, we could describe
the effect of coactivating primitives simply
as the linear sum of the individually activated
force fields.10 In the remaining 20%, we
observed a winner-take-all effect in which
only one force field of the pair of two coactivated fields was expressed.
For a brief look at related research, see the
sidebar, “Relation to other approaches.”
Building behaviors from force-field primitives: Theoretical frameworks. In 1988, J.

Edward Colgate and Neville Hogan demonstrated that emulating conservative or passive
systems offered specific stability guarantees
in limb interactions.11 In 1998, Winfried
Lohmiller and Jean-Jacques Slotine showed
the stability of classes of nonlinear systems
created from linear combinations of stable
nonlinear dynamical systems.12 The frog’s
spinal primitives have these stability properties, which also are highly desirable in an
autonomously acting system and its controller.
From an engineering perspective, the biological systems’ fields have interesting properties. Theoretical studies show that summation and magnitude scaling of a few
primitives can generate a large range of
force-field types. For example, Ferdinando
Mussa-Ivaldi has explored ways to synthesize arbitrary smooth control fields from
Gaussian primitives.4,13 Thus, a force-field
collection, like the frog spinal cord collection, could synthesize flexible, adaptable
motion control of a multijoint limb. Similar
mechanisms have been implemented in
robots.13–17
The combination of vector superposition
in the biological system and these theoretical underpinnings suggests we can design
simple principled motion control around
dynamic force-field primitives, which could
be recruited and combined by sets of planning, patterning, and control systems. Furthermore, this design might offer specific
stability guarantees during interactions with
different environments.
Primitives in actual spinal behaviors.
Mechanisms for combining fields into a
motion control for reflexive low-level behaviors could be quite simple. Recent data indicate that the kind of complex goal-directed
behaviors organized in the spinal cord (which
led William James to posit a spinal soul) correspond to a serial and parallel combinations
of primitives.
For example, we examined the precisely
targeted multiphase wiping reflex.9,18 As we
mentioned before, a headless frog removes
irritants and avoids obstacles with consistent,
accurate trajectories. We showed that the
aimed trajectory’s formation as well as its
rapid online corrections, which circumvent
obstacles, can be described very simply as
the summation of force-field primitives.
We discovered that, during aimed wiping,
spinal frogs utilize a trajectory correction
response (TCR) if the wiping limb encounters obstacles in its path. The frog moves its
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Unobstructed, feedback intact
Cutaneous feedback intact

limb rapidly around the obstacle and reaches
its target within a few tens of milliseconds of
its normal arrival time. This graceful correction is organized entirely in the spinal cord.
We exploited this TCR when we examined
reflex movement construction from forcefield primitives and the vector summation
hypothesis. We elicited the behavior with an
electrical stimulus applied through small
clips on the dorsal foot of the target (nonwiping) limb. During unimpeded wiping, the
wiping limb moved smoothly until the foot
base contacted the opposing target limb. We
found that placing an obstacle in the ankle’s
path elicited the TCR. The frog’s response
resembled the stepping corrective responses
observed in cats, except that we elicited the
wiping TCRs with skin contact on the opposite surface of the calf or foot.
The TCR integrated smoothly into the
wiping limb’s kinematics. The target limb’s
motion wasn’t affected. After the correction,
the wiping limb achieved target–limb contact at a posture and time that were remarkably close to the posture and time achieved
with no collision. The TCR consisted of a
brief hip flexion, which was not observed
during the unobstructed movement, and an
enhanced knee flexion, which let the ankle
clear the obstacle and continue its motion to
the target.
How does obstacle detection occur? Our
force-field and electromyography data are
consistent with the TCR being composed of
a superposition of multijoint, force-field
motor primitives18 (see Figure 1). We also
observed that the temporal dynamics of muscle group activation and primitives were conserved across the motor program. This property might simplify a control design. Several
researchers have proposed that human movement might incorporate a conserved dynamical element.19 Our data placed this element
in the spinal cord at the force-field primitive
level. Our frog data supports the idea that all
primitives used in a behavior have similar
temporal dynamics; that is, they are driven
by a common function a(t).18 We believe that
in motion control for the spinal frog, you can
express any primitive as

θ (r, r˙, t ) = A.a(t )φi (r, r˙)

(2)

where a(t) resembles a fixed half-cycle oscillation or a fixed impulse response, and A is a
scaling factor.
This constrains the method of constructing a time-varying force field F(r, r, t) for
generating a behavior to the selection of scalJULY/AUGUST 2000
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Figure 1. Panels (a) through (d) show normal frog wipes and correction responses. Panels (a) and (b) show wipes with
sensory feedback intact; (c) and (d) show wipes with the ankle skin nerves cut (no skin sensation). In the correction,
the frog detects the collision through the skin. In (e), the driving correctional forces are due to an added primitive,
which is revealed by a field subtraction of the forces responsible for motion in (d) from the forces responsible for
motion in (b). In (f), forces correspond to (b) if the limb was free to move. In (g), forces correspond to (d) if the limb
was free to move. Panel (h) shows the extracted corrective force-field primitive obtained as shown in (e). (This figure
was redrawn from portions of figures published by William J. Kargo and Simon Giszter.16)
ings Ai, and the phasing τl of the component
primitives. In this formulation, we construct
the motion control field F as
F(r, r˙, t ) = ∑i Ai a(t + τ i )φi (r, r˙)

(3)

Primitives and modularity of biological
controls. Our studies and other research support a modular control framework for biological behaviors based on force-field primitives. Moreover, the data suggests that the
force-field primitive provides a particular
kind of building block for movement. Primitives appear to be separate from the timing
systems represented by central pattern generators because they can be modulated or
combined into an ongoing pattern without
altering the timing systems’ other output.

Neurobiologists have speculated about this
aspect of neurobiological design. Because
amplitude and phase are not separable in
nonlinear oscillators, biologists often dismiss
a decomposition into separate dynamical
timing systems that then recruit the execution systems. However, this decomposition
appears likely to be needed in dynamically
stable, legged animals. The stable duration
of primitives that we have observed might be
particularly significant. This stability suggests a quantization or granularity of time
scale for motion and action at the spinal level.
If this is correct, it has broad implications for
how a biological system builds internal models, for motor execution and motor learning,
for recovery from injury; for neural prosthetics, and for other neural interfaces. Sim67

Relation to other approaches

IEEE Computer Soc. Press, Los Alamitos, Calif., 1985, pp.
500–505.

Several applications have used force-field- or vector-field-based
schemes for navigation or obstacle avoidance,1 virtual humanoids,2 and
robotic humanoids.3 Stefan Schaal and Dagmar Sternad used oscillating
primitives in seven-degrees-of-freedom arms (see www-slab.usc.edu/
research). In our work, when each primitive is recruited, we see something
resembling a half cycle, a wavelet-like impulse response, or a time dilated
“action potential.” The primitive combination scheme emerging from our
work is similar to Arthur Prochazka’s reflex-chaining and fuzzy-logic
schemes of motor pattern construction,4 the various pulse step models
proposed in biological motor control, and Ferdinando Mussa-Ivaldi’s
work.5

2. M.J. Mataric et al., “Behavior-Based Primitives for Articulated
Control,” Proc. Fifth Int’l Conf. Soc. for Adaptive Behavior (SAB
’98), MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1998, pp. 165–170.
3. M.M. Williamson, “Postural Primitives: Interactive Behavior for a
Humanoid Robot Arm,” Proc. Fourth Int’l Conf. Soc. for Adaptive
Behavior (SAB ’96), MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1996, pp.
124–135.
4. A. Prochazka, “Proprioceptive Feedback and Movement Regulation,” Handbook of Physiology, L. Rowell and J. Shepherd, eds.,
Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 1996, pp. 293–330.
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ilar internal models based on scaled and
phased primitives might be suited to a
humanoid robot controller.
The spinal cord circuitry that supports this
organization will be particularly interesting
for basic science, medical, and biomimetic
applications. However, these aspects remain
issues for further investigation using both
experimental and theoretical methods.

Future directions: Cortical
neuroprostheses and motor
primitives
We have little information on how spinal
primitives are integrated into the processes
that underlie mammalian motor skill development. This biological aspect interests biomorphic robot designers because it is critical to building and operating humanoid
robots. A 400-pound humanoid robot, designed to load cargo onto ships or aircraft,
that behaves like a two-year-old child during
its initial bootstrap or tune up might not be
commercially successful!
The CNS’s layered competences often
represent an evolutionary layering (phylogeny). However, their persistence in existing creatures might also represent a developmental sequence (ontogeny) required to
progressively construct a distributed adaptive system. A series of critical developmental periods occurs, with critical periods in
low-level mechanisms developing before
those in upper brain areas. For example, a
rat’s spinal mechanisms develop and harden
into stable structures that support crawling
two to five days after birth, which is much
earlier than cerebellar or cortical system
development two weeks after birth. The lowlevel systems must be preorganized to sup68

5. F.A. Mussa-Ivaldi, “Modular Features of Motor Control and
Learning,” Current Opinion in Neurobiology, Vol. 9, No. 6, Dec.
1999, pp. 713–717.

port higher-level organizations.
Developmental processes have inspired
several AI research directions, including the
organization of cortex spinal cord interactions. After basic connections between the
spinal cord and cortex are established (at two
weeks in rats), organization and skill in the
mammalian cortex and spinal cord can be
codeveloped and refined. Rats move rapidly
from a waddling gait to precise dynamically
stable locomotion. We speculate that motor
primitives such as the frog’s might act as a
bootstrap system, providing a basic competence installed by evolution. We might be
able to refine motor skills, “seeding” the vast
search space and constraining initial sensorimotor explorations. The African savannah’s wildebeest or zebra foal must move
with the herd almost immediately. Therefore, basic elements from which efficient
locomotory skills can be rapidly elaborated
must develop before birth. A commercial
humanoid robot will need similar “out of the
box” capabilities.
Spinal systems are modified through experiential development and descending control
influences. Also, evolutionary and developmental processes have tuned, and possibly
optimized, the spinal organization to match
mechanical plant structure. Researchers believe that when computational structures that
control precise voluntary movements are
elaborated in the brain, the spinal cord might
also change. Subsequently, the brain likely
acts as the spinal cord’s adaptive critic,
resulting in cooperative changes in task
structures. We know that some changes are
embedded in the spinal cord. So, cooperative
plastic optimization of the energetics and
control actions in motion control is probable.
We do not know whether the adult animal
preserves the “bootstrap primitives,” modi-

fies them, or dissolves them and builds new
ones. We know a paraplegic rat or cat can
develop strategies for weight-supporting
locomotion. However, we don’t know whether
every paraplegic’s spinal cord offers the same
competences and control possibilities. If,
after development is complete, every spinal
cord differs from every other, serious problems arise for determining therapy.
What behavior can we expect if we implement electrical stimulating prostheses8 or
use a transplant or gene therapy to direct
axon regeneration into an adult’s spinal
cord? This issue is also critical to designing
and programming humanoid robots, where
repeatable and reliable organization is desirable in system behavior and in the supporting circuitry. A unique humanoid robot that
is as difficult to repair after an industrial
accident as a human spinal cord would fail
commercially.
One of the most significant components
of the developmental process for human voluntary movement is how the descending systems learn to represent motion and recruit
and control the spinal cord motor apparatus.
To understand biological motor primitives
for humanoid robots that emulate human
manipulation, we must know whether cortical systems (which act directly on the spinal
cord) learning new movements in adults use
spinal primitives, create new primitives in the
spinal cord, or operate completely differently. New techniques using neuroprosthetics are available to address these issues and
to incorporate or control humanoid or robotic
parts. Ultimately, these techniques might
allow us to combine humanoid robot parts
with neuroprosthetics to develop specific biomedical applications.
For example, John Chapin’s laboratory
recently provided the first demonstration that
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

large-scale multineuron recordings in experimental animals can control robotic devices
directly from the brain with sufficient accuracy to obtain a water reward from a dropper.20 This paradigm provides a novel means
of examining the motor cortex’s organization
of voluntary representations and computations. If the cortex is disconnected from its
normal motor effectors and given the opportunity to directly control an external robot,
how will the brain use this novel environment
and interface? Does the cortex seek out regularities in the controlled movement and
reinvent its own primitives? Alternatively,
does the cortex expect to use certain primitives to start the learning process? Answering these questions might assist humanoid
robot design.

N

EUROPROSTHETICS AND PRIMitive paradigms provide new ways to address
the biological layering of controls, hierarchy,
and execution. Both methods could translate
into useful approaches for designing humanoid controllers. We hope that academic departments and institutions, funding agencies,
and industrial liaisons and collaborations will
encourage and foster continued interaction
of neurobiological and engineering approaches and continued synthesis and crossfertilization of these disciplines.
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